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Skechers GO GOLF® leads the way when it comes to comfort
on the course. We design every pair to feel amazing right out
of the box so players instantly appreciate that our signature
approach exceeds their high expectations on the first round.
The collection combines award-winning Skechers Performance™
technologies with golf-focused design innovations inspired and
influenced by the players who wear our footwear and apparel.
Our expanding roster of pros drive the development of products
within the collection. The vast insight, experience
and ongoing feedback from Matt Kuchar, Belén Mozo,
Colin Montgomerie, Billy Andrade, Ashlan Ramsey, Russell Knox,
plus new team members Brooke Henderson and Wesley Bryan,
ensures confidence that Skechers GO GOLF® footwear will
deliver in your game as it does in theirs. This ongoing effort
culminates in our 2018 collection of exciting new and evolved
styles that add updated designs and features into our
expansive range.

TAKE COMFORT IN THE

Beyond the golf world, Skechers Performance™ offers an
extensive collection of high-performance footwear and apparel
spanning multiple categories including running, walking,
training, basketball, and soccer. It’s our motto to GO LIKE
NEVER BEFORE® with groundbreaking products that continue
pushing boundaries across the athletic world.

SKECHERS GO GOLF COLLECTION.
®
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SKECHERS GO GOLF PROS
®

MATT KUCHAR

BROOKE
HENDERSON

ASHLAN RAMSEY

RUSSELL KNOX

After bursting on to the golf scene
with his trademark smile in 1998 as
the reigning U.S. amateur champion,
Matt Kuchar quickly became one
of the most respected golfers on
the planet. With seven tour titles,
Kuchar is a perennial fixture atop
leaderboards. His 2016 season was
especially notable when he earned
two victories and helped the U.S.
squad beat the International team.

Canadian born phenom
Brooke Henderson found her swing at
a very young age. She entered the pro
development program by 14 and won
three events in Canada as well as the
Canadian amateur tournament in 2013
before coming in second at the US
amateur event the following year. In
fact, she was the top-ranked amateur
on the planet before going pro in
2014 at only age 16.

Named “Top-ranked amateur in the
world” by Golfweek, Ashlan Ramsey
became a young phenom in college—
winning her first international team
event, making the first-team juniors AllAmerican in 2011 and 2012 and named
both the Women’s and Girls’ Player of
the Year during her collegiate career.
And in 2013, Ramsey won the state’s
match play championships, as well as
the women’s amateur championships.

A pro since 2007, Russell Knox
is always determined to succeed
and never give up. The Scotsman
found his footing with a strong
start to the 2014 season and
playoff finish at a tournament in
Palm Beach Gardens, Florida.

Now wearing his signature Skechers
GO GOLF Pro V.3™ in competition,
Kuchar remains a threat after taking
home honors on the global stage.

She won her first major in June
2016—the youngest to ever win the
event—and later represented her
country with a strong showing in
Brazil. Brooke’s star continues to rise
and she’s been among the top on the
tour leaderboard ever since.

Her collegiate career includes AllAmerican honors in 2014, and in
December 2015, Ramsey tied for
eighth place in the final stage of the
pro qualifying tournament, earning full
tour status for the 2016 season as she
begins her pro career.

BILLY ANDRADE

BELÉN MOZO

WESLEY BRYAN

Born in Bristol, Rhode Island,
Billy Andrade’s amateur career
kicked off when he was named
junior player of the year in 1981.
He later led his school to victory
at the 1986 college championships
and went pro the following year.

Born in Cadiz, Spain, Belén Mozo
started golfing at age 8 and
developed the drive and love of
competition that led her to become
a four-time All-American in college.
She was the first player in 34 years
to win girls’ and women’s British
amateur titles in the same year.

One of the newest young showman in
the golf world, Wesley grew up with
the sport thanks to his father operating
a golf academy at his back door.

COLIN
MONTGOMERIE
As one of his generation’s most
recognizable and endearing athletes,
Colin Montgomerie is a true statesman
of golf. Known affectionately to
millions around the world as “Monty,”
Montgomerie is one of Britain’s most
admired sportsmen having held center
stage in numerous tournament victories
with career highlights including twotime senior major winner, eight-time
money leader on the European tour, and
winning European team captain.
He retained an unprecedented sevenyear run as Europe’s number one player
and has earned more prize money than
any British golfer in history. On the
champions circuit in 2015, Montgomerie
was third in prize earnings.

Andrade’s impressive career has
since included four tour titles
and he now competes on the
champions circuit.

Mozo went pro on her first qualifying
attempt and has since gone on to
become a rising star in the sport
with 3 top-ten tournament finishes
and leading the Spanish team to
victory at the inaugural women’s
international team event in 2014.

Coming off his November 2015
victory and first true tour win at a
tournament in Shanghai, a rapid
ascent up the official world golf
rankings led to Knox becoming a
major contender in 2016 when he
broke top 5 in the standings for
the first time. With momentum
on his side, Knox has a promising
future ahead.

With hard work and total devotion
to his serious game, Wesley quickly
hit his zone on the minor league tour
where he was named 2016 Player
of the Year. And with three wins
in his first 13 starts, he earned the
prestigious promotion to the major pro
tour - becoming only the 11th golfer in
history to do so. Wesley’s 2017 season
is already off to a great start with a
recent tour win.
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BRAND

AWARENESS
We’re relentless when it comes to marketing.
From Matt Kuchar’s fun style and pro tips on television to ads
which highlight the technologies of our shoes in print and
online, our messaging resonates with golfers wherever they
watch, read about, or play the game.
Our marketing emphasizes Skechers Performance™ signature
innovations as we utilize our pros whenever possible to
instantly legitimize our footwear within the golf community.
And connecting with that community is as essential as our
advertising. Grassroots outreach at tournaments and events, as
well as, our social media platforms offer the chance to interact
with and build new fans of the Skechers GO GOLF® brand.

2018
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SOFTSPIKES ®

Softspikes ® replaceable cleats
provide traction and comfort while
improving playing surfaces.
SOFTSPIKES ® is a registered trademark of Softspikes LLC.

DRI-LEX ®

Moisture management interior
helps keeps feet cool and dry.
DRI-LEX® is a registered trademark of Fayetex Corp.

RESAMAX ® INSOLE

High-performance Resamax ®
cushioned insole offers comfort
and support for all-day wear.

OUTDRY ®

OutDry ® uses a one-piece patented construction
process that creates a waterproof, breathable
barrier. OutDry ® improves fit and flexibility,
keeping you drier, lighter and more comfortable.

H2GO SHIELD

Skechers ® H2GO Shield waterproof
& water-resistant protection shields
you from all-weather conditions.

SKECHERS GOGA MAX ®
INSOLE
Goga Max Technology insole for
high-rebound cushioning.

OUR

RESALYTE ®

Proprietary lightweight,
injection-molded midsole
for optimal cushioning.

TECHNOLOGIES
We originally developed many of these groundbreaking materials and
innovations for our award-winning running collection. Now remixed for the golf
world, the result is total performance and true comfort built for the course on
the foundation of our entire GO platform.

5GEN ®

5Gen ® is our next
generation of
highly responsive
cushioning foam.

GOGA MATRIX ®

Dynamic designed outsole for
maximum cushion and traction.

SKECHERS RELAXED FIT ®
Designed for a roomy,
comfortable fit.

AGION ®

Long-lasting product protection.
Agion® is a registered trademarker of Sciessent LLC
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GO GOLF

MEN’S

PRO V.3
Designed by our very own Matt Kuchar, the Skechers GO GOLF Pro V.3™
is what our professional golf ambassadors hit the course with week in
and week out. With both style and stability, the PRO V.3 offers a classic
design with replaceable Softspikes® and complete Skechers® H2GO
Shield waterproof protection. The dynamic traction plate outsole delivers
maximum grip and unparalleled flexibility along with a low profile, quickrelease, full contact outsole that keeps you stable and confident on the
fairway. Because comfort and performance are critical to winning on
tour, the PRO V.3 delivers every time.

54512
SIZES

7.5-13, 14

54512 CCRD

54512 BKS L

OFFICIAL SHOE OF
MATT KUCHAR.

:: Leather upper
:: Skechers® H2GO Shield waterproof protection
:: Durable grip TPU bottom plate

54512 WNV

:: Replaceable Softspikes®
:: Dynamic diamond traction plate to ensure maximum grip
:: Heel Lock Feature for a stable and secure fit
:: Lightweight, responsive 5Gen® cushioning
:: High-Performance Resamax® cushioned insole
:: A sleek, low profile, quick-release, full contact outsole
:: Midfoot Support Technology

2018
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MEN’S

GO GOLF

ELITE V.3
The all-new Skechers GO GOLF Elite V.3™ can be described in three
words: Comfort, Comfort, Comfort. Just ask Billy Andrade or
Colin Montgomerie. This waterproof shoe features an all-new spikelessdesigned traction outsole for stability on the green, along with a durable
grip TPU bottom plate and our proprietary GOimpulse Sensors for
multi-directional traction control. Our lightweight and responsive 5Gen®
midsole offers performance comfort and cushioning, like you’ve never felt
before. The GO GOLF Elite V.3 keeps you stable and comfortable, so you
can focus on your game.

54523
SIZES

54523 WNV

54523 GYLM

54523 WGY

54523 BBK

:: Leather deco-stitched upper
:: Skechers® H2GO Shield waterproof protection

7.5-13, 14

:: Durable grip TPU bottom plate

Also available in wide:
54523EW WNV, BKW, BBK

:: High-Performance Resamax® cushioned insole

:: Lightweight, responsive 5Gen® cushioning
:: Low drop design to keep your foot low to the
ground in a neutral position

GO GOLF

54524

ELITE V.3 - LX

SIZES

7.5-13, 14
Also available in wide:
54524EW CCRD

:: High quality full-grain, premium leather
deco-stitched upper
:: Same features as

(54523)

54524 CCRD

2018
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5 4 52 2 N VY

MEN’S

RELAXED FIT STYLE

GO GOLF ELITE V.3-

APPROACH-RF
Skechers GO GOLF Elite V.3 - Approach-RF™ is all about style,
with a sleek leather and woven upper and an all-new spikeless
comfort traction outsole. This Skechers Relaxed Fit®, waterproof
shoe features a durable grip TPU bottom plate and our proprietary
GOimpulse sensors for multi-directional traction control. The
lightweight, responsive 5Gen® midsole offers performance comfort
and cushioning. The GO GOLF Elite V.3 - Approach-RF keeps you
stylish, stable and comfortable on the course.

54522
SIZES

7.5-13, 14

54522 NVY

54522 CH AR

:: Skechers Relaxed Fit® design
:: Leather and woven upper
:: Skechers® H2GO Shield waterproof protection
:: Durable grip TPU bottom plate
:: Lightweight, responsive 5Gen® cushioning
:: Low drop design to keep your foot low to the
ground in a neutral position

2018
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MEN’S

RELAXED FIT STYLE

GO GOLF ELITE V.3-

APPROACH LT-RF
Skechers GO GOLF Elite V.3 – Approach LT-RF™ is all about style,
with a sleek, leather upper and an all-new spikeless, comfort traction
outsole. This Skechers Relaxed Fit® waterproof shoe features a durable
grip TPU bottom plate and our proprietary GOimpulse Sensors for
multi-directional traction control. The lightweight, responsive 5Gen®
midsole offers performance comfort and cushioning. The GO GOLF
Elite V.3 – Approach LT-RF keeps you stable and comfortable, so you
can focus on your game.

54521 LGBL

54521 WBK

54521
SIZES

7.5-13, 14

54521 NTGY

54521 NVGY

:: Skechers Relaxed Fit® design
:: Leather upper
:: Skechers® H2GO Shield waterproof protection
:: Durable grip TPU bottom plate
:: Lightweight, responsive 5Gen® cushioning
:: Low drop design to keep your foot low to the
ground in a neutral position

2018
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5 4 52 8 WGY

MEN’S

GO GOLF

FOCUS 2
The Skechers GO GOLF Focus 2™ is the go-to shoe for golf pro
Wesley Bryan and the brain child of Russell Knox, who worked with
our team to design a dynamic performance shoe to make you feel
confident and solid on the course. The GO GOLF Focus 2 is our
stability golf shoe with replaceable Softspikes®. This waterproof shoe
features a durable grip TPU bottom plate. The GO GOLF Focus 2
keeps you sturdy and comfortable so you can play your best.

54528
SIZES

7.5-13, 14

54528 WGY

54528 WNV

OFFICIAL SHOE OF
RUSSELL KNOX.

:: Dynamic Upper Fit that secures your foot
:: Replaceable Softspikes®
:: OutDry® patented waterproof protection creates a
waterproof, breathable barrier

54528 BBK

:: Lightweight, responsive 5Gen® cushioning
:: High-Performance Resamax® cushioned insole
:: A TPU outsole cradle provides maximum stability
:: A sleek, low to the ground, full contact bottom

2018
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5 4 53 0 WHT

MEN’S

GO GOLF DRIVE-

CLASSIC

The Skechers GO GOLF Drive - Classic™ is perfect for on or off the
course. This classic look is versatile and extremely comfortable; you
won’t want to take them off, even after 18 holes. The GO GOLF Drive
3 - Classic features innovative, lightweight athletic materials and our
advanced Goga Mat® Technology insole, that will keep you in comfort
and classic style on the green.

54530
SIZES

7.5-13, 14

54530 WH T

54530 BKW

:: Synthetic upper
:: Durable rubber traction plate
:: Resalyte® midsole insert for cushioning and comfort
:: Goga Mat® Technology insole
:: Breathable, wicking lining
:: Skechers®H2GO Shield water-resistant protection

2018
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5 4 5 1 7 CCRD

MEN’S

GO GOLF FAIRWAY-

LEAD

The Skechers GO GOLF Fairway - Lead is built on our celebrated
Skechers GO WALK® platform, known as one of the most comfortable
shoes ever designed. The GO GOLF Fairway - Lead combines
lightweight, athletic materials with GO WALK’s unique cushioning
technologies: Skechers Goga Max™ Technology insole and our
responsive 5Gen® performance cushioning. It’s the perfect style
offering long-lasting comfort while playing your next 18-hole round.

54517
SIZES

7.5-13, 14
Also available in wide:
54517EW GYNV, BKW

54517 BKW

54517 GYNV

:: Lightweight, fused two-toned engineered mesh upper
:: Durable TPU grip outsole
:: Lightweight, responsive 5Gen® cushioning
:: Skechers Goga Max® Technology insole
:: Goga Matrix® cushioning outsole design
:: Skechers®H2GO Shield water-resistant protection

2018
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Ashlan Ramsey

Belén Mozo

Brooke Henderson

WOMEN’S

2018
SKECHERS GO GOLF

®

DESIGNED FOR WOMEN.

As a dominant player in the performance walking market, we’ve found great
success delivering the kind of all-day footwear comfort that women desire
on the course. Skechers Performance™ has leveraged that know-how with
insight from Golf Pros Brooke Henderson, Belén Mozo and Ashlan Ramsey
to develop a Skechers GO GOLF® collection that’s crafted specifically for
women. Featuring all of our innovative technologies and materials, each style
is designed both in function and form with the needs of female golfers in
mind. And with styles ranging from athletic and sleek, to playfully traditional,
there’s an option for everyone.

2018
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1 4 8 62 N VP K

WOMEN’S

GO GOLF EAGLE-

RANGE

The Skechers GO GOLF Eagle – Range™ is the favorite shoe for
Brooke Henderson and Belén Mozo. Inspired from our celebrated
Skechers GO WALK® collection, this could arguably be the most
comfortable shoe in your closet. Designed with a durable TPU
grip outsole added for traction and stability on the course, the
Skechers GO GOLF Eagle – Range™ delivers our signature comfort
with lightweight, responsive 5Gen® cushioning and our Skechers
Goga Max® insole. So comfortable, you may just want to keep
them on all day.

14862
SIZES

14862 NVPK

14862 WH T

:: Lightweight, fused two-toned engineered mesh upper
:: Durable TPU grip outsole

5.5-10, 11

:: Lightweight, responsive 5Gen® cushioning

Also available in wide:
14862EW NVPK & CCBL

:: Goga Matrix® cushioned outsole design

:: Skechers Goga Max® insole
:: Skechers®H2GO Shield water-resistant protection

2018
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1 4 8 63 WMLT

WOMEN’S

GO GOLF EAGLE-

MAJOR

The Skechers GO GOLF Eagle – Major™ is inspired from our
celebrated Skechers GO WALK® collection, and could arguably
be the most comfortable shoe in your closet. Designed with a
durable TPU grip outsole added for traction and stability on
the course, the GO GOLF Eagle - Major delivers our signature
comfort with lightweight, responsive 5Gen® cushioning and our
Skechers Goga Max® insole. So comfortable, you may just want
to keep them on all day

14863

:: Lightweight, hotmelt engineered upper with whimsical
print details

SIZES

:: Durable TPU grip outsole

5H-10, 11

14863 WMLT

14863 G RY

14863 PNK

:: Lightweight, responsive 5Gen® cushioning
:: Skechers Goga Max® insole
:: Goga Matrix® cushioned outsole design
:: Skechers®H2GO Shield water-resistant protection

2018
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1 4 8 64 N VP K

WOMEN’S

GO GOLF EAGLE-

LEAD

The Skechers GO GOLF Eagle - Lead™ is inspired from our
celebrated Skechers GO WALK® collection, and could arguably
be the most comfortable shoe in your closet. Designed with a
durable TPU grip outsole added for traction and stability on
the course, the GO GOLF Eagle - Lead delivers our signature
comfort with lightweight, responsive 5Gen® cushioning and our
Skechers Goga Max® insole. So comfortable, you may just want
to keep them on all day.

14864

:: Lightweight, hotmelt engineered upper with polka
dot print details

SIZES

:: Durable TPU grip outsole

5H-10, 11

14864 NVPK

14864 CCBL

14864 WNV

:: Lightweight, responsive 5Gen® cushioning
:: Skechers Goga Max® insole
:: Goga Matrix® cushioned outsole design
:: Skechers®H2GO Shield water-resistant protection

2018
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1 4 8 59 WP K

WOMEN’S

GO GOLF

ELITE V.2 - ADJUST
Fusing together our fashion athletic looks from our successful
Skechers GO WALK® series, the cute and stylish GO GOLF ELITE V.2
features our lightweight, responsive 5Gen® cushioning foam and TPU
grip outsole with a canvas oxford, lace-up design. Pair these with
your favorite Skechers Performance™ golf apparel and you’ll look and
feel great wearing these on your next round. And did we mention
comfortable? Oh, so comfortable.

14866

:: Same features as GO GOLF ELITE V.2 (14859)

SIZES

:: Skechers®H2GO Shield waterproof protection

5.5-10, 11

14866 WCRL

14866 WNV

:: Leather upper

2018
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1 4 8 65 CCB L

WOMEN’S

GO GOLF

ELITE V.2 - ACE
The Skechers GO GOLF Elite V.2 - Ace™ brings together our fashion
athletic looks from our successful Skechers GO WALK® series with our
best waterproof technologies, and is the newest look on the market.
GO GOLF Elite V.2 - Ace merges our lightweight, responsive 5Gen®
cushioning midsole and TPU grip outsole with the newest jacquard
woven upper and a lace-up design. You won’t find anything else like it.

14865
SIZES

5.5-10, 11

14865 NVPK

14865WNV

:: Jacquard upper
:: OutDry® patented waterproof protection creates a
waterproof, breathable barrier
:: Durable TPU grip outsole
:: Lightweight, responsive 5Gen® cushioning
:: High-performance Resamax® cushioned insole

2018
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WOMEN’S

2 0 1 7 C A R RY O V E R

SKECHERS

GO GOLF PRO
®

Our waterproof style for women

14869 GYBL

14869

14869 WPK

14869 NVPK

SIZES

5H-10, 11

2018
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MEN’S

WOMEN’S

COLLECTION
GO GOLF PRO V.3

5 45 12 CC R D

COLLECTION
GO GOLF ELITE V.3
APPROACH- RF

54512 BKSL
54522 NVY

54522 CHAR

GO GOLF DRIVE CLASSIC

54 530 W H T

54 530 B KW

GO GOLF EAGLE RANGE

1 4 862 NV P K

1 4 862 W H T

GO GOLF EAGLE LEAD

148 64 N VPK

148 64 CCB L

GO GOLF EAGLE
ELITE V.2-ACE

148 65 N VPK

148 65 WN V

5 45 12 W N V
148 64 WN V

GO GOLF ELITE V.3

5 452 3 W NV

GO GOLF ELITE V.3 APPROACH LT - RF

GO GOLF EAGLE MAJOR

GO GOLF
ELITE V.2-ADJUST

SKECHERS GO GOLF PRO

54523 GYLM
54521 LGBL

5 452 3 WGY

GO GOLF FAIRWAY LEAD

54521 NTGY

54 51 7 B KW

54 51 7 GY NV

1 4 863 W M LT

1 4 863 G RY

148 66 WCRL

148 66 WN V

148 69 GYB L

148 69 WPK

54523 BBK
54521 WBK

54521 NVGY

1 4 863 P NK
148 69 N VPK

GO GOLF ELITE V.3-LX

5 4524 CC R D

GO GOLF FOCUS 2

54528 WGY

54528 WNV

54528 BBK
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REPLACEMENT CLEATS
SOFTSPIKES® CLEAT REPL ACEMENT

To purchase Softspikes® replacement cleats for the
following styles:
54512 - Skechers GO GOLF PRO V.3™
54511 - Skechers GO GOLF PRO V.3-LX™
54528 - Skechers GO GOLF FOCUS 2™
54520 - Skechers GO GOLF BLADE 2™
14867 - Skechers GO GOLF BLADE 2™
Spike Type - Stealth PIN Spikes
Please contact: www.softspikes.com
Colin Montgomerie

Russell Knox

Wesley Bryan

Matt Kuchar

Billy Andrade

Brooke Henderson
Skechers Performance ™
Pro Golfer

